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INTRODUCTION
Given a domain D and a nonzero fractional ideal I, recall that the
Ž y1 .y1 Ž Ž ..¤-closure of I is the ideal I [ I s D : D : I and its t-closure¤
the union I [ jJ , where J runs over the finitely generated idealst ¤
Ž .contained in I. A ¤-ideal or di¤isorial ideal is a nonzero ideal such that
I s I and a ¤-finite ideal is such that I s J , where J is of finite type. A¤ ¤ ¤
t-ideal is a nonzero ideal such that I s I . A t-prime ideal is a prime idealt
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which is also a t-ideal, and a t-maximal ideal is a maximal element among
the integral t-ideals. It is known that a t-maximal ideal is prime and that
weach integral t-ideal is contained in a t-maximal ideal 10, Corollaire 1 and
x Ž .2, p. 30 . Recall that a Prufer ¤-multiplication domain P¤ MD is a domain¨
w xin which the ¤-finite ideals from a group 6 . This is equivalent to say that
w xthe localization at each t-prime ideal is a valuation domain 6, Theorem 5 .
ŽThus P¤ MDs generalize Prufer domains for which, among several defini-¨
.tions, the localization at each prime ideal is a valuation domain . For the
w x w xbasic properties of these rings we refer the reader also to 11 and 12 .
In this paper, we focus on the ring of integer-valued polynomials of a
Ž .domain D with quotient field K , that is,
w xInt D [ f g K X f D : D , 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .and we characterize the domains D for which Int D is a P¤ MD.
We make a distinction between two types of prime ideals: on one side,
Ž . w x Žthe primes p such that Int D › D X necessarily maximal with finitep
w x.residue field 1, Proposition I.3.4 , that we call the int primes, and on the
Ž . w xother, the primes p such that Int D : D X , that we call the polynomialp
Ž .primes. In a sense, the behaviour of Int D above a polynomial prime is
w xsimilar to the behaviour of the polynomial ring D X , whereas we can
consider an int prime as a true ‘‘integer-valued’’ prime ideal. Note that
Ž . w x Ž . Ž . w xInt D : D X that is, p is polynomial is equivalent to Int D s D Xp p p
Ž Ž . w x. Ž .since obviously Int D contains D X , but does not imply Int D sp
w x Ž w x .D X see Example 5.3 below .p
In the first section, we give a necessary condition on the int prime
Ž .ideals: if Int D is a P¤ MD, then each int prime ideal m is an height-one
Ž .maximal ideal. Since D is then itself a P¤ MD, we show that it follows
that D is a rank-one discrete valuation domain.m
In the second section, in order to give another necessary condition, we
first develop some generalities on ideals defined by a filter U on a family
 4a of ideals; this is one of our main tools. Using this construction wel
Ž .show that, if Int D is a P¤ MD, then each nonzero polynomial prime ideal
of D contains a finitely generated ideal which is not contained in any int
prime ideal.
In the third section we prove that these conditions are sufficient and
Ž .obtain our main result: Int D is a P¤ MD, if and only if,
Ž .a D is a P¤ MD,
Ž . Ž .b each int prime ideal of D is an height-one maximal ideal,
Ž .c each nonzero polynomial t-prime ideal of D contains a finitely
generated ideal which is not contained in any int prime ideal.
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Ž .Under these conditions, we show that, if P is a prime t-ideal of Int D ,
Ž .then Int D is a valuation domain. Letting p s P l D, we considerP
separately the case where p is polynomial and where it is not. In fact,
Ž . Ž . Ž .assuming a that is, D is a P¤ MD , we can conclude under condition b
Ž .for the int case, and under condition c for the polynomial case.
Ž .In the fourth section, we consider the partition of Spec D into the
subsets D of int prime ideals and D of polynomial prime ideals. Letting0 1
Ž . Ž .D [ F D and D [ F D , we show that Int D s Int D0 m g D m 1 p g D p 00 1w x Ž .l D X . If Int D is a P¤ MD, we show that D satisfies a double1 0
Ž .boundedness property, from which we derive that Int D is a Prufer¨0
domain.
In the last section we give two examples, in the special case where D is
Ž .an almost Dedekind domain. In the first one, Int D is a Prufer domain,¨0
Ž . Ž .yet Int D is not a P¤ MD. In the second one, Int D is a P¤ MD and there
Ž . w xexists a polynomial prime p of D, such that Int D / D X .p p
1. NECESSARY CONDITIONS AND INT PRIME IDEALS
We first focus on the int prime ideals of D, that is, the prime ideals m
Ž . w x wsuch that Int D › D X . We first reword a result of Rush 15, Theoremm
x w x1.5 and 1, Exercise I.25 . If x is an element of the quotient field K of D,
Ž . Ž .  <we denote by D : x the conductor of x, that is, D : x s a g DD D
4a x g D .
LEMMA 1.1. Let D be a domain with quotient field K and B be an o¤erring
of D. The following assertions are equi¤alent.
Ž . Ž . w xi Int D › B X ,
Ž .ii there exists x g K, x f B, and an integer n such that, for each
Ž .prime ideal p of D containing D : x , we ha¤e the double boundednessD
< < ncondition Drp F n, and xa m D , for a g p ,p
Ž .iii there exists x g K, x f B, and an integer-¤alued polynomial f g
Ž . nŽ m .nInt D of the form f s xŁ X X y 1 .0 F i- jF n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i « ii By hypothesis, there exists a polynomial f g Int D
with at least one coefficient x f B. Let d be the degree of f. If a , . . . , a0 d
Ž .are d q 1 elements arbitrarily chosen in D, then f a g D, for 0 F i F d.i
We may conclude from a standard Vandermonde argument that we have
Ž . w xxŁ a y a g D 1, Proposition I.3.1 . For each prime ideal p0 F i- jF d j i
Ž . < < icontaining D : x , we then have Drp F d. For a g p , choose a s a ,D i
Ž j i. Ž jwe then have xŁ a y a g D. We can rewrite Ł a0 F i- jF d 0 F i- jF d
i. e Ž t . Žy a as the product of a with factors of the form a y 1 where e is
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. Ž t .independent from a and p . If a g p , then a y 1 f p , and we derive
that a e x g D .p
Ž . Ž .ii « iii Since the cardinal of the residue fields is bounded, there
Ž q .nis an integer q such that the polynomial f s x X y X is integer-valued.
Ž . qIndeed, for each prime p containing D : x , X y X takes its values inD
Ž . Ž .p , thus f D : D , and for each prime p that does not contain D : x ,p D
w x Ž .f g D X , since x g D , and a fortiori f D : D .p p p
Ž . Ž .iii « i Obvious.
Ž . w xIf m is an int prime ideal, that is, Int D › D X , it follows from them
previous lemma that there is an element x f D such that every primem
Ž .containing D : x has a finite residue field. Thus, every such prime is aD
Ž .minimal prime ideal of D : x . In particular, this is the case of the idealD
Ž . Ž wm itself, which contains D : x , since x f D see also 1, PropositionD m
x.I.3.4 . Since a conductor ideal is a divisorial ideal, a fortiori a t-ideal, we
derive immediately the following.
PROPOSITION 1.2. If m is an int prime ideal of the domain D, then m is
a t-ideal.
If D is a P¤ MD, it follows that D is a valuation domain, and sincem
Ž . w xInt D › D X , the maximal ideal of this valuation domain is principalm
w xand its residue field is finite 1, Proposition I.3.16 . We thus derive the
following.
COROLLARY 1.3. Let D be a P¤MD. Then, for each int prime ideal m of
D, D is a ¤aluation domain with finite residue field, and its maximal ideal ism
principal.
Ž .Considering a maximal ideal M of Int D above an int prime ideal m of
D, we show that, under certain conditions, M is itself an int prime ideal of
Ž . Ž .  Ž . < Ž .Int D . Namely, if M contains the ideal Int D, m [ f g Int D f D
4 : m , and thus, in particular, if M is of the form M [ f ga
Ž . < Ž . 4Int D f a g m , for some a g D.
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let m be an int prime ideal of a domain D and M be
Ž . Ž .a prime ideal of Int D containing the ideal Int D, m . Then M is an int
Ž .prime ideal of Int D . In particular, M is maximal and it is a t-ideal of
Ž .Int D .
Ž .Proof. By hypothesis, there is a polynomial f g Int D with some
Ž .coefficient x which is not in D . For each g g Int D , we clearly havem
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..f g g Int D , in other words, f g Int Int D . We claim that x does not
Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. Ž . w x.belong to Int D and hence that Int Int D › Int D X . Indeed,M M
Ž . Ž .suppose, by way of contradiction, that hx g Int D , where h g Int D ,
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Ž . Ž .h f M. A fortiori, h f Int D, m , hence, there is a g D, such that h a
Ž .f m. We reach a contradiction, since we would then have h a x g D, that
is, x g D .m
Ž .Remark 1.5. 1 It may occur that there is a chain of prime ideals of
Ž . wlength n G 2 in Int D above some maximal ideal m of D 1, Example
xV.4.3 . Clearly, m must then be an int prime ideal, whereas some prime
Ž .ideals of Int D above m are not maximal, and thus, are not int prime
Ž .ideals of Int D .
Ž .2 If we assume that, for some int prime ideal m , D is a valuationm
Ž .domain, then every ideal M of Int D above m is an int prime. Indeed,
Ž .there is a polynomial f g Int D with some coefficient x which is not in
Ž Ž ..D . As above, f g Int Int D . In this situation w conclude that x fm
Ž . y1Int D from the fact that x g m D .M m
We reach our first necessary condition, and before, we state a lemma,
the proof of which is immediate and left to the reader.
LEMMA 1.6. Let D be a domain, p be a nonzero prime ideal of D, and
w x Ž .a g D. The localization of D X with respect to the prime ideal p , X y a is
not a ¤aluation domain.
Ž .PROPOSITION 1.7. Let D be a domain such that Int D is a P¤MD. Then
e¤ery int prime ideal of D is an height-one prime ideal.
Proof. Let m be an int prime ideal of D. It follows from Proposition
 Ž . < Ž . 4 Ž .1.4 that M [ f g Int D f 0 g m is a t-ideal of Int D . Hence0
Ž .Int D is a valuation domain. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that mM 0
contains some nonzero prime ideal p. Then M contains the prime ideal0
 Ž . < Ž . 4 Ž .P [ f g Int D f 0 g p . The localization Int D would be a valua-0 P 0
Ž . w x Ž .tion domain. But Int D : D X , hence Int D is also the localizationp P 0w x Ž . Ž .of D X with respect to the prime ideal p , X upper to p . We reach a
contradiction, according to Lemma 1.6.
Ž .COROLLARY 1.8. Let D be a domain such that Int D is a P¤MD. Then,
for each int prime ideal m of D, D is a discrete rank-one ¤aluation domainm
with finite residue field.
 Ž . < Ž . 4Proof. Choose a g D, and let M [ f g Int D f a g X m . It fol-a
Ž .lows from Proposition 1.4 that M is an int prime ideal of Int D . Thusa
Ž . Ž .Int D is a valuation domain. We claim that D s Int D l K.M m Ma a
Ž .Clearly D is contained in Int D l K, and conversely, if x g K be-m M a
Ž . Ž .longs to Int D , there is a polynomial f g Int D , f f M , such thatM aa
Ž . Ž .fx g Int D . In particular, we have f A x g D, and hence, x g D , asm
Ž . Ž . w xf a f m. Hence D is a valuation domain. Since Int D › D X , them m
maximal ideal of this valuation domain is principal and its residue field is
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w xfinite 1, Proposition I.3.16 . From the previous proposition, m is an
height-one prime ideal, and hence, D is a discrete rank-one valuationm
domain.
Ž . wIf Int D is a P¤ MD, it is known that D itself is a P¤ MD 16,
xPropositions 2.1 and 3.1 . This is our second necessary condition. For sake
of completeness, we give a complete proof of this result, and first establish
a general lemma.
LEMMA 1.9. Let I be a domain with quotient field L, let K be a subfield of
L, and let D [ B l K. Then e¤ery t-ideal of D is contained in a t-ideal of B.
Proof. Let I be a t-ideal of D. Assume, by way of contradiction, that
Ž .the t-closure of IB in B is B: there is a finitely generated ideal J,
Ž .contained in I, such that the ¤-closure of JB in B again is B. Equiva-
Ž .lently the inverse of JB, that is, the conductor B : JB , is B. Thus we may
Ž .find finitely many elements a , . . . , a in I the generators of J such that1 n
B : JB s ay1B l ??? l ay1B s B.Ž . 1 n
Intersecting with K, we obtain
D : J s ay1D l ??? l ay1D s ay1B l K l ??? l ay1B l K s D.Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n 1 n
Ž .And hence, the ¤-closure of J in D is D. This contradicts the fact that I
is a t-ideal.
Ž .PROPOSITION 1.10. Let D be a domain such that Int D is a P¤ MD,
then D is a P¤ MD.
Proof. Let p be a t-prime ideal of D. From the previous lemma, p is
Ž .contained in a t-ideal D of Int D . We let q [ D l D. We claim that Dq
is a valuation domain, from which it follows that D is itself a valuationp
domain, since it is an overring of D . If q is an int prime ideal of D, ourq
w xclaim follows from Corollary 1.8. If q is a polynomial prime, then D Xq
Ž . Ž . w x w xs Int D , and thus Int D s D X , where D9 s D l D X . Sinceq Q D 9
Ž . w xD is a t-ideal and Int D is a P¤ MD, it follows that D X is a valuationD 9
w xdomain. To reach our conclusion, we finally verify that D s D X l K.q D 9
w xOne containment is obvious, and conversely, if x g D X l K, there isD 9
w x w xa polynomial f g D X , f f D9, such that fx g D X . Since the extended
w xprime q X is contained in D9, at least one coefficient a of f does not
belong to q , and hence, we have ax g D, that is, x g D .q
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2. LIMIT IDEAL WITH RESPECT TO A FILTER
 4Let a be a family of ideals of a domain D. For each x g D, we letl lg L
Ž .B x be the subfamily of ideals containing x, in fact, we rather consider
Ž . Ž .  < 4B x as the corresponding set of indices, that is, B x [ l x g a . Onel
can check, for each x and y in D, the following containments:
v Ž . Ž . Ž .B x l B y : B x q y ,
v Ž . Ž . Ž .B x j B y : B xy .
Ž .More generally, if J is an ideal, we let B J be the subfamily of ideals
containing J. We shall use the following result:
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Let J s x , . . . , x be a finitely generated ideal. Then1 n
n
<B x s l J : a s B J . 4Ž . Ž .F i l
is1
Proof. Obviously a contains each x if and only if it contains J, sincel i
 4J is generated by the elements x , . . . , x .1 n
Next, we consider a filter U over L, and set
<a [ x g D B x g U . 4Ž .U
More explicitly, we have that
a s a .D FU lž /
lgBBgU
Ž . Ž .It is clear from the above properties of B x q y and B xy , and a isU
Ž Ž ..an ideal of D which may be reduced to 0 . We say that a is the limit ofU
 4the ideals a , with respect to the filter U.l
 4We may conversely ask if a given ideal I is the limit of a family a ofl
ideals with respect to some filter U, or at least if I is contained in such a
Ž .limit ideal, that is, if the sets B x , for x g I belong to a filter U. We
Ž .leave the following to the reader using Lemma 2.1 .
 4LEMMA 2.2. Let a be a family of ideals. The following assertion arel lg L
equi¤alent, for an ideal I of D:
Ž .  41 I is contained in the limit ideal a of the family a , with respectU l
to some filter U ;
Ž . Ž .2 the finite intersections of sets of the form B x , for x g I, are not
empty;
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Ž .3 for each finitely generated ideal J contained in I, there exists some
ideal a containing J.l
Remark 2.3. Given an ideal I satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2,
 < Ž .the filter U can be taken to be the family of subsets W : L B J : W,
4for some finitely generated ideal J : I .
 4We next relate some properties of the ideals a to properties of theirl
limit a . For instance, recalling that every filter is contained in anU
ultrafilter, we leave again the following to the reader.
LEMMA 2.4. The limit of a family of prime ideals, with respect to an
ultrafilter, is a prime ideal.
We are more particularly interested in relating properties of t-ideals to
their limit.
 4PROPOSITION 2.5. Let a be the limit of a family a of t-ideals, withU l
respect to a filter U. If a is a nonzero ideal, then a is a t-ideal.U U
Proof. If a nonzero finitely generated ideal J is contained in a , weU
want to show that J is also contained in a . Since, each a is a t-ideal,¤ U l
Ž . Ž . Ž .we have B J s B J a contains J if and only if it contains J . On the¤ l ¤
Ž .other hand, from Lemma 2.1 and filter properties, we have B J g U.
Ž . Ž .Hence, B J g U. A fortiori B x g U, for each x g J , that is, x g a ,¤ ¤ U
for each x g J .¤
We have a similar result for the limit of int prime ideals.
Ž .LEMMA 2.6. Let D be a domain such that Int D is a P¤MD. Let m beU
 4the limit of a family m of int prime ideals with respect to an ultrafilter U.l
IF m is a nonzero ideal, then m is an int prime ideal.U U
Proof. Supposing that m is a polynomial ideal, we show that m sU U
Ž .  Ž . < Ž . 40 . For each m , consider the ideal M s f g Int D f 0 g m . Thisl l, 0 l
Ž . Ž .is a maximal ideal of Int D containing Int D, m . It follows froml
Ž .Proposition 1.4 that each M is a t-ideal of Int D . Let M be the limitl, 0 U
 4of the corresponding family M , with respect to the same ultrafilter U.l, 0
Clearly M contains X, in particular, it is a nonzero ideal and it followsU
Ž . Ž .from Proposition 2.5 that it is a t-ideal of Int D . Since Int D is a P¤ MD,
Ž .the localization of Int D with respect to M is a valuation domain. SinceU
M contains m and X, and since m is a polynomial ideal, theU U U
Ž . w xlocalization of Int D with respect to M is the localization of D X withU
Ž . Ž .respect to m , X . Thus m s 0 , since otherwise, this localization isU U
w xnot a valuation domain Lemma 1.6 .
We reach our last necessary condition.
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Ž .PROPOSITION 2.7. Let D be a domain such that Int D is a P¤MD. Then
each nonzero polynomial prime ideal contains a finitely generated ideal which
is not contained in any int prime ideal.
Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose there exists a polynomial
prime ideal q , such that each finitely generated ideal contained in q is
also contained in some int prime ideal. From Lemma 2.2, it follows that q
is contained in the limit p of the family of int prime ideals, with respectU
to some filter U. It follows from the previous lemma, replacing U, if need
be, by an ultrafilter containing it, that we can assume that p is an intU
prime ideals. We reach a contradiction, since we can also prove that p isU
a polynomial prime ideal. Indeed, q : p . Thus either p s q , which isU U
polynomial by hypothesis, or else the height of p is at least 2, and theU
conclusion follows from Proposition 1.7.
If V is a valuation overring of the domain D and m is the maximal
w xideal of V, the center of m is the intersection m l D 4, p. 218 . If D is a
P¤ MD, then D is integrally closed, thus an intersection of valuation
 4 Ždomains V . Moreover, each V is essential for D that is, V is thel l l
.localization of D with respect to the center of its maximal ideal . Under
this condition, we show that a t-maximal ideal in D can be obtained as a
limit of such centers.
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let D be the intersection D s F V of a family oflg L l
¤aluation domains. For each l g L, denote by p , the center in D of thel
maximal ideal of V .l
Ž .i If I is a t-ideal of D, then I is contained in the limit p of theU
 4family p , with respect to some filter U.l
Ž .ii If moreo¤er I is maximal, or if I is t-maximal and e¤ery V isl
Ž .essential that is, V s D , then I s p .l p Ul
Ž .Proof. i Let J be an ideal of D. If J is not contained in any p , it isl
easy to see that the inverse Jy1 of J is contained in each V , and hence,l
that J s Jy1 s D. Each finitely generated ideal J contained in I is such¤
 4that J : I, and hence, it is contained in some p . From Lemma 2.2, it¤ l
follows that I : p .U
Ž .ii If moreover I is maximal then obviously I s p . The sameU
conclusion holds if I is t-maximal and if p is a t-ideal. Now if each V isU l
w xessential, then each p is a t-ideal of D 11, Lemma 3.17 . It follows froml
w xProposition 2.5 that p is then a t-ideal of D 11, Lemma 3.17 . It followsU
from Proposition 2.5 that p is then a t-ideal.U
 4Later on, we consider also limits of rings. We let D be a family ofl lg L
Ž .rings contained in a field K. For each x g K, we let C x be the subfamily
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Ž Ž . of rings containing x or equivalently, the subset of indices C x s l g
< 4.  4 Ž .L x g D . Giving ourselves a filter U over D or equivalently, over L ,l l
we let
D [ x g K C x g U . 4Ž .U
It is easily seen that D is a ring. We say that D is the limit of the familyU U
 4D , with respect to U. If each D is an overring of a domain D, withl l
quotient field K, it is clear that the limit D is an overring of D.U
 4More particularly, we consider a family ¤ of valuations of a field K,l
 4corresponding to a family V of valuation domains.l lg L
 4LEMMA 2.9. Let ¤ be a family of ¤aluations of a field K U be anl lg L
 4ulrafilter, and V be the limit of the corresponding family V of ¤aluationU l lg L
domains, with respect to U. Then V is a ¤aluation domain, with quotientU
Ž .  < Ž . 4field K or V s K , and it maximal ideal is m [ x g K B x g U ,U U
Ž .  < Ž . 4 Ž Ž ..where B x [ l ¤ x ) 0 if V s K, then m s 0 .l U U
Ž .  < Ž . 4Proof. It is clear that, for each x g K, we have C x s l ¤ x G 0 .l
Ž . Ž y1 .For x / 0, we have C x j C x s L. Since we suppose that U is an
ulrafilter, it follows that x g V , or xy1 g V . Hence V is a valuationU U U
Ž .  < Ž . 4domain. Now, for each x g K, let A x [ l ¤ x s 0 . For x / 0, wel
Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .have A x s A x , hence x is a unit of V , if and only if, A x g U. OnU
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .the other hand, C x s A x j B x , hence, if x g V that is, C x g U ,U
Ž Ž . . Ž .but x f m that is, B x f U , we have A x g U. It follows that m isU U
the maximal ideal of V .U
Finally, the following, relating limits of rings to limits of ideals, follows
immediately from the previous lemma.
 4PROPOSITION 2.10. Let ¤ be a family of ¤aluations of a field K, Ul lg L
be an ultrafilter on L, and D be a domain contained in each corresponding
¤aluation domain V . For each l, denote by p the center in D of thel l
 4maximal ideal of V .Finally, let V be the limit o the rings V , and p bel U l U
 4the limit of the ideals p , both with respect to U.l
Ž .i Then p s D l m , where m is the maximal ideal of V , andU U U U
D : V .p UU
Ž .ii If D is a ¤aluation domain with quotient field F, then D sp pU U
V l F.U
3. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS
LEMMA 3.1. Let D be a P¤MD. Assume that e¤ery int prime ideal of D is
Ž .an height-one prime ideal. If M is a prime ideal of Int D abo¤e an int
Ž .prime ideal m , then Int D is a ¤aluation domain.M
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Ž .Proof. Step 1. There is a polynomial f g Int D with some coefficient x
which is not in D . Let P be the family of prime ideals containing them
Ž .conductor D : x . Each p g P is an int prime ideal, since x f D , henceD p
it follows from Corollary 1.3 that D is the ring of a rank-one discretep
valuation ¤ . The element x satisfies the equivalent conditions of Lem-p
ma 1.1. On the one hand, there is an integer m, such that, for each p g P,
Ž m .if b f p , then b y 1 g p. On the other hand, there is an integer n,
Ž n .such that, for each p g P, if a g p , then ¤ a x G 0. In other words, ifp
Ž .we normalize each valuation ¤ in such a way that ¤ x s y1, there is anp p
Ž e.integer e, such that, for each p g P, and each a g D, ¤ a is ap
ŽŽ m .e.non-negative integer. In particular, if b f p , then ¤ b y 1 is ap
positive integer.
Ž .Step 2. Let f g Int D . We define a sequence of polynomials, by
e ee m e n mf s f and f s f f y 1 x s f x f y 1 .Ž . Ž .Ł0 n ny1 ny1 i
i-n
We claim that, for each n, f is an integer-valued polynomial. Lettingn
Ž .a g D, and b s f a , we show that, for each prime ideal q of D,n n
Ž .b g D . This is immediate if q f D, that is, q does not contain D : x ,n q
since x g D in this case. If p g P, we assume, by induction on n, thatq
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ b is a non-negative integer. If ¤ b ) 0, then ¤ b s ¤ bp ny1 p ny1 p n p ny1
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ m .e .y 1 G 0, and if ¤ b s 0, then ¤ b s ¤ b y 1 x . Our claimp ny1 p n p ny1
is settled, from Step 1.
Ž .Step 3. We consider an ideal M of Int D above m. If f g M for i - n,i
Ž m .e Ž .each factor f y 1 is an element of Int D which is not in M. Thusi
e n Ž . e neither f g M , and then f x g M Int D , or f f M , then f x is an M n
Ž . e n Ž .unit in Int D . In conclusion, either f x g M Int D for all n, or, forM M
e p Ž .the smallest integer n such that fails to be true, f x is a unit in Int D .M
Ž .Step 4. Let w g K X . Write w s frg, where f and g are integer-valued
Ž . Ž .polynomials. For f and g consider sequences f and g of polynomialsn n
w xas in Step 2. We may assume that f and g are relatively prime in K X .
e e w xThen f and g are also relatively prime in K X . Hence, there are
w x e epolynomials u and ¤ in D X and a nonzero d g D such that uf q ¤g s
d. For each n, we then have uf e x n q ¤g e x n s dx n. Since D is completelym
Ž .integrally closed being a rank-one valuation domain , and since x f D ,m
there is an integer n such that dx n f D . Hence f e x n and g e x n are notm
Ž . Ž .both in Int D . A fortiori they are not both in M Int D . From Step 2,M M
if n is the smallest such integer, one of the polynomials f e x n and g e x n
Ž . Ž .and may be both of them is a unit in Int D , the other one beingM
Ž . Ž .eanyway an element of the ring Int D . Therefore either frg sM
Ž e n. Ž e n. Ž .e Ž e n. Ž e n. Ž .f x r g x or grf s g x r f x is in Int D . Since D is aM
Ž . w xP¤ MD, it is integrally closed, then so is Int D 1, Proposition IV.4.1 .
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y1 Ž . Ž .Thus either w or w is in Int D . In conclusion Int D is a valuationM M
domain.
Ž . wRemark 3.2. 1 This proof is quite similar to that of 1, Proposition
x w x Ž .VI.4.4 , inspired from 13 , which gives a sufficient condition for Int D to
be a Prufer domain.¨
Ž .2 We could prove also a local version of the previous result: Let D
be a P¤ MD, and m be an int prime of D. If m is an height-one prime, then
Ž . Ž .each prime ideal M of Int D abo¤e m is such that Int D is a ¤aluationM
domain.
We do not assume here that every int prime ideal, and in particular,
Ž .every prime ideal p containing D : x , is an height-one prime. Thus, weD
can only conclude that D is a valuation domain with finite residue field,p
w xwhose maximal ideal is principal Corollary 1.3 . The value group of the
corresponding valuation ¤ is then of the form G = Z, lexicographicallyp
ordered, where G is a totally ordered group. Normalizing these valuations
Ž . Ž .in such a way that ¤ x s 0, y1 , we could nevertheless find, as above,p
Ž e. Ž .an integer e such that, for each p g P, and each a g D, ¤ a s g, n ,p
where g g G, g G 0, and if g s 0, n is a non-negative integer. The rest of
the proof would be the same, using the fact that m is an height-one prime,
in Step 4, to insure that D be completely integrally closed.m
We next consider a polynomial prime ideal q. The prime ideals of
Ž . ŽInt D above q are in one-to-one correspondence respecting contain-
. w xment with the prime ideals of D X above q. The smallest of theseq
w x Ž .ideals is q D X l Int D , all the others contain it and are called uppersq
Ž Ž .to q they are of the form D s Q l Int D , where Q is an upper to q1 1
w x.in D X .q
LEMMA 3.3. Let D be a P¤MD and q be a nonzero polynomial prime
ideal of D. Assume that there exits a finitely generated ideal I : q which is not
Ž .contained in any int prime ideal of D. Then, the uppers to q in Int D are not
t-ideals.
Ž . w xProof. Let D be an upper to q in Int D and set Q [ D l D X .
w x w xThen Q is an upper to q in D X . We first claim that Q s D X , that is,t
w xQ is not contained in any t-prime ideal of D X . Indeed, since D is
w xintegrally closed, the only t-prime ideals of D X are the uppers to zero
w x wand the extended primes p X , where p is a t-prime ideal of D 9, Lemma
x w x4.5 . If Q were contained in a t-prime ideal P of D X , then, P would be
w xof the form p X , for some t-prime ideal p of D. But since D is ap
Ž .valuation domain because D is a P¤ MD , Q, which is contained in P ,
would then also be an extended prime, hence we would have a contradic-
w xtion. Therefore, there exists a finitely generated ideal F : Q in D X ,
y1 w xsuch that F s F s D X . By hypothesis, q contains a finitely generated¤
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ideal I which is not contained in any int prime ideal of D. Without loss of
Ž .generality, we can assume that I : F replacing F by F q I . We set
Ž . Ž .J [ F Int D . Obviously, we have J : D. We claim that J s Int D :¤
. Ž .J s Int D , so that D is not a t-ideal, finishing the proof. For this, we
Ž Ž . . Ž .show that, for each prime ideal p of D, we have Int D : J s Int D .p p
If p is an int prime ideal, since I : J, and I › p , then J › p. Thus we
Ž . Ž .have J Int D s Int D , and our claim follows.p p
Ž . w x Ž .If p is a polynomial prime ideal, then Int D s D X and J Int Dp p p
Ž w x .s F . From the fact that F is finitely generated and that D X : F sp
w x Ž w x . w xD X , it follows that D X : F s D X .p p p
We are ready for our main result. Note that although it is necessary that
each nonzero polynomial prime ideal contains a finitely generated ideal
w xwhich is not contained in any int prime ideal Proposition 2.7 , it is
sufficient to restrict this condition to polynomial t-prime ideals.
Ž .THEOREM 3.4. Let D be a domain. Then Int D is a P¤MD if and only if
the following conditions hold:
Ž .a D is a P¤MD,
Ž .b each int prime ideal of D is an height-one prime ideal,
Ž .c each nonzero polynomial t-prime ideal of D contains a finitely
generated ideal which is not contained in any int prime ideal.
Proof. From Proposition 1.10, 1.7, and 2.7, respectively, these condi-
Ž .tions are necessary. Letting P be a t-prime ideal of Int D , it remains to
Ž .show that they imply that Int D is a valuation domain. We set p [ PP
l D. In fact, if p is an int prime ideal, the conclusion follows under
Ž . Ž .conditions a and b alone, from Lemma 3.1. If p is polynomial, we claim
Ž . Ž .that it follows under conditions a and c . Indeed, since P is a t-ideal of
Ž . w xInt D , then p is a t-ideal of D 16, Corollary 2.2 . From Lemma 3.3, it
Ž . w x Ž .follows that P is of the form P s Int D l p D X . Thus Int D isp P
w x w xalso the localization of D X with respect to p D X . Since p is ap p
w xt-ideal, D is the ring of a valuation ¤ . The localization of D X withp p
w x Ž .respect to p D X is then the ring of the valuation extending ¤ to K X ,p
defined on a polynomial f by taking the infimum of the valuations of its
coefficients.
4. CANONICAL INTERSECTION
Ž .We partition the spectrum Spec D of a domain D into two subsets D0
and D , where1
D is the set of int prime ideals,0
D is the set of polynomial prime ideals.1
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Recall that each prime in D is maximal. We then set0
D [ D , D [ D .F F0 m 1 p
mgD pgD0 1
Obviously D s D l D . With these notations, we also have the following.0 1
LEMMA 4.1. Let D be a domain, then
w xInt D s Int D l Int D s Int D l D X .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 0 1
Proof. For each prime p we have the containments
Int D : Int D , D s Int D .Ž . Ž . Ž .p p
Hence,
Int D s Int D s Int D l Int D ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F F Fp p pž / ž /
Ž . pgD pgDpgSpec D 0 1
Ž . w xThe first equality follows. On the other hand, Int D : D X for eachp
p g D , and thus1
w x w xInt D : D X s D X : Int D .Ž . Ž .F p 1 1
pgD1
The second equality follows.
Ž .Remark 4.2. 1 In general, if D is the intersection of two overrings:
Ž . Ž .D s B l B , it does not necessarily follow that Int D s Int B l0 1 0
Ž . Ž Ž .Int B in fact, if B is an overring of D, Int B does not necessarily1
Ž . wcontain Int D , as for instance, if B is the integral closure of D 1,
x.Exercises IV.28 and IV.29 . The proof above shows that the equality
Ž . Ž . Ž .Int D s Int B l Int B holds when each overring is an intersection of0 1
localizations of D.
Ž . Ž . w x2 There are examples such that Int D / D X . For instance,1 1
w xExample VI.4.17 of 1 provides an almost Dedekind domain D with finite
residue fields and a single maximal ideal m which is polynomial. In this
w x Ž .example, we thus have D s D , however, D X / Int D since D is1 m m m m
a rank-one discrete valuation domain with finite residue field.
Ž .3 If Q is a set of prime ideals of D, such that D s l D , wepp g Q
could restrict ourselves to its subsets Q s D l Q and Q s D l Q to0 0 1 1
reach the same conclusions. Letting D [ l D , and D [0, Q m 1, Qm g Q 0Ž . Ž .l D , we would obtain, as above, the equality Int D s Int D lp 0, Qp g Q1w x w xD X . As in 16 , we could, for instance, let Q be the set of t-prime1, Q
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Žideals of D note that, in this case Q s D , since each int prime ideal is a0 0
w x.t-ideal Proposition 1.2 .
Ž .When Int D is a P¤ MD, each int prime ideal m of D is such that Dm
is the ring of a rank-one discrete valuation with finite residue field
w xCorollary 1.8 . We shall prove that this family of valuations satisfies some
Ž .double-boundedness condition and derive that Int D is a Prufer domain.¨0
w xBut first, we set a definition, inspired by 14 .
 4DEFINITION 4.3. Let V be a family of rank-one discrete valuationl lg L
domains of a field K. Denote by ¤ each corresponding normalizedl
 4 Žvaluation and by m the maximal ideal of V . We say that ¤ orl l l lg L
 4 .V satisfies the double boundedness condition if, for each nonzerol lg L
Ž . < <x g K, there is an integer n such that ¤ x F n, and V rm F n, forl l l
Ž .each l g L such that ¤ x ) 0.l
Ž .Remark 4.4. 1 The definition implies that each valuation domain Vl
has a finite residue field.
Ž . w x2 In 11 the double boundedness condition, is restricted to the
nonzero elements of a domain D of which each V is an overring. Thisl
may appear to be weaker, but in fact, if x g K, then x s arb, with a, b in
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .D. Hence, ¤ x F ¤ a for each l since ¤ b G 0 and in particular,l l l
Ž . Ž .¤ x ) 0 implies ¤ a ) 0.l l
Next we consider the intersection of a family of rank-one discrete
valuation domains which satisfies the double boundedness condition; we
show that it is an almost Dedekind domain with finite residue fields. But
first, we establish a lemma on the limit of such a family, with respect to an
ultrafilter.
 4LEMMA 4.5. Let ¤ be a family of rank-one discrete ¤aluationl lg L
 4domains of a field K and U be an ulrafilter. If ¤ satisfies the doublel
 4boundedness condition, then the limit V of the corresponding family VU l lg L
of ¤aluation domains, with respect to U, is the field K or a rank-one discrete
¤aluation domain, with finite residue field.
Proof. We denote by V the ring of the valuation ¤ . From Lemma 2.9,l l
we already know that V is a valuation domain, with quotient field K, andU
 < Ž . 4 Ž .  < Ž .with maximal ideal m [ x g K B x g U , where B x [ l ¤ x )U l
40 . It may happen that V s K, but if this is not the case, it remains toU
prove that the corresponding valuation ¤ is rank-one discrete, and that itsU
residue field is finite.
Ž .Consider two nonzero elements a and b in m . Since ¤ a is bounded,U l
Ž . Ž . Ž .there exists an integer e such that, ¤ b ) 0, implies e¤ b ) ¤ a . Inl l l
Ž . Ž . Ž e .particular, for l g B a l B b , we have ¤ b ra ) 0. On the otherl
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Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž e .hand, B a l B b g U, hence b ra g m . Since there is such anU
integer e for each a and b in m , the valuation ¤ is rank-one discrete.U U
< <Choose arbitrarily a nonzero in m . Since V rm is bounded forU l l
Ž .l g B a , there exists an integer q such that, for each z g K, and each
Ž . Ž . Ž q . Ž q .l g B a , ¤ z G 0 implies ¤ z y z ) 0, that is, B z y z contains thel l
Ž . Ž . Ž .  < Ž . 4intersection C z l B a , where C z s l g L ¤ z G 0 . If z g V ,l U
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž q .then C z g U, hence C z l B a g U. A fortiori, B z y z g U.
Ž q .Therefore, for each z g V , we have z y z g m , hence the residueU U
field of V has at most q elements.U
 4PROPOSITION 4.6. Let D s l V be the intersection of a family Vlg L l l lg L
 4of rank-one discrete ¤aluation domains with quotient field K. If V satisfiesl
the double boundedness condition, then D is a field or an almost Dedekind
domain with finite residue fields.
Proof. We denote by ¤ the valuation corresponding to V . If D is notl l
a field, we consider a nonzero maximal ideal m of D and first prove that
D is a valuation domain. If a and b are two nonzero elements in D, wem
Ž . Ž .show that either arb or bra belongs to D , and our four stepsm
argument bears some similarity with the proof of Lemma 3.1. Finally we
show that, in fact, D is a rank-one discrete valuation domain with finitem
residue field.
Ž .  < Ž . 4 < <Step 1. Set B a [ l ¤ a ) 0 . Since V rm is bounded for l gl l l
Ž . Ž . Ž .B a , there exists an integer m such that, for l g B a , ¤ z s 0 impliesl
Ž m . Ž .¤ z y 1 ) 0. Since ¤ a is bounded, there exists an integer e such that,l l
Ž . Ž .normalizing each valuation l g B a in such a way that ¤ z s 1, forl
Ž . Ž e.each l g B a and z g D, ¤ z is a non-negative integer.l
 4Step 2. Consider the sequence b defined byn
b bee eny1e m mb s b , . . . , b s b y 1 s b y 1 .Ž . Ž .Ł0 n ny1 kna a i-n
By induction, it follows from the definition of the integers e and m that
Ž . Ž .¤ b is a non-negative integer, for each n and each l g B a . Thereforel n
Ž Ž . Ž ..b g D, for each n since on the other hand, ¤ a s 0, for each l f B a .n l
Ž .Step 3. If b f m , then obviously arb g D , and we are done. Hencem
Ž m .ewe suppose that b g m , for i - n. Thus Ł b y 1 f m. Writingi i- n i
be bns ,en ma Ł b y 1Ž .i- n i
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Ž e n. Ž e n.it follows that b ra g D and that b ra g m D if and only ifM M
Ž .eb g m. We then consider two cases, showing that either bra g D , orn m
Ž .earb g D :m
Ž e e.b g m , for each i - e. Then b ra g D .i m
b f m , for some i - e. Let m be the smallest such integer. We havei
Ž .discarded the case m s 0, thus 1 F m F e y 1 . Since b g m , for i - m,i
Ž e m. Ž e m.we have b ra g D , and since b f m , we have b ra f m D .m m m
Ž e m. Ž m e.Thus b ra is a unit in D , whence a rb g D . Multiplying bym m
eym Ž e e.a , we obtain a rb g D .m
Step 4. Since D is the intersection of valuation domains, D is integrally
Ž .e Ž .eclosed, hence so is D . Since either bra g D , or arb g D , itm m m
Ž . Ž .follows that either bra g D , or arb g D , and we conclude that Dm m m
is a valuation domain.
Step 5. From the first four steps, D is a Prufer domain. Thus every¨
ideal of D is a t-ideal. Consider a maximal ideal m. Denoting by p thel
center of the maximal ideal of V in D. It follows from Proposition 2.8l
 4that m s p , where p is the limit of the family p , with respect toU U l
some ultrafilter U. Since D is a valuation domain, it follows fromm
Proposition 2.10 that D s V l F, where V is the limit of the familym U U
 4 ŽV , with respect to U, and where F is the quotient field of D containedl
.in K . Finally, it follows from Lemma 4.5 that D is the ring of a rank-onem
discrete valuation domain with finite residue field.
Ž .In this situation, we finally conclude that Int D is a Prufer domain.¨
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let D s l V be the intersection of a familyllg L
 4  4V of rank-one discrete ¤aluation domains with quotient field K. If Vl lg L l
Ž .satisfies the double boundedness condition, then Int D is a Prufer domain.¨
Ž . w xProof. If D is a field, then Int D s D X is a principal ideal domain.
Ž .Otherwise, Let m be a nonzero maximal ideal of D. It is enough to show
that m is an int prime. Indeed, since D is a one-dimensional P¤ MD, it
Ž .then follows from Lemma 3.1 that, for each prime M of Int D above m ,
Ž .Int D is a valuation domain. We choose a nonzero element y g m , andM
y1 Ž .  < Ž . 4let x s y . We set B y [ l ¤ y ) 0 . From the double boundednessl
condition, we derive that there are integers e and q such that, for each
Ž . ŽŽ q .e. Ž .a g D and each l g B y , we have ¤ a y a G ¤ y . It follows thatl l
Ž q .ethe polynomial x X y X is integer-valued. The conclusion follows since
x f D .m
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Ž .If Int D is a P¤ MD, then for each int prime ideal m of D, D is am
w xdiscrete rank-one valuation domain Corollary 1.8 . We show that corre-
sponding family of valuation satisfies the double boundedness condition.
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.8. Let D be a domain such that Int D is a P¤ MD. The
 4family ¤ of ¤aluation corresponding to the int primes of D satisfies them m g D 0
double boundedness condition.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that, for some x g D, either
Ž . < <  4¤ x or Drm is not bounded: we may consider a sequence ¤ ofm n
Ž . Ž .valuations in D , such that, for each n, ¤ x ) 0 and either ¤ x G n, or0 n n
< < Ž .Drm G n denoting by m the int prime ideal corresponding to ¤ . Wen n n
consider an ultrafilter U over the integers, containing the cofinite sets, and
 4we let m be the limit prime ideal of the family m , with respect to U.U n
This ideal contains x, and thus, is a nonzero ideal. From Proposition 2.6,
m is an int prime ideal and in particular, D is the ring of a rank-oneU m U w xdiscrete valuation ¤ . Analogously to a recent paper 14 , we claimU
Ž . w xhowever that Int D : D X , reaching a contradiction. Letting f gm U
Ž . Ž .Int D , and a be one of its coefficients, see show that ¤ a G 0.U
< < wConsider the case where Drm G n. It follows from 1, Corollaryn
x Ž . < < Ž . Ž .I.3.3 , that ¤ a G 0, if Drm ) deg f s\ d. Hence ¤ a G 0, forn n n
Ž .  < Ž . 4 Ž .n ) d. Letting C a [ n g N ¤ a G 0 , we thus have C a g U, andn
our claim follows from Proposition 2.10.
Ž .Consider the case where ¤ x G n. Assume, by way of contradiction,n
Ž .that ¤ a - 0. Since x g m , it follows that, for some positive integers pU U
Ž p q.and q, ¤ a x s 0. Hence there is some set U g U, such that, forU
Ž P q. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n g U, we have ¤ a x s 0, and thus ¤ a s y qrp ¤ x F y qrp n.n n n
w xOn the other hand, it follows from 1, Corollary II.2.13 that we have
Ž . Ž .¤ a G ydeg f . Since U is infinite, there is n g U, such that n )n
Ž . Ž .prq deg f . We reach a contradiction.
From Propositions 4.7 and 4.8, we reach the following conclusion.
Ž .COROLLARY 4.9. Let D be a domain such that Int D is a P¤ MD. Then
Ž .the o¤erring D s l D of D is such that Int D is a Prufer domain.¨0 m g D m 00
5. COUNTEREXAMPLES
In this section, we use a construction oft en considered provide almost
w x w xDedekind domains showing various properties, as in 1, pp. 148]151 or 5 .
The general setting in the following examples is the following.
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 4Let K be an ascending sequence of finite algebraic extensions ofn nG 0
Q, with K [ Q, and set K [ j K . Fix a prime number p and let0 n n
ŽV [ Z . Let D be the integral closure of V in K which is a0 Ž p. n 0 n
.semilocal Dedekind domain and D the integral closure of V in K. Then0
U Ž .D s j D . Set ¤ the valuation associated to V the p-adic valuation .n n 0 0
w x UUsing Hasse’s existence theorem 7 , we can prescribe the way ¤ decom-0
poses from K to K , and then, by induction on n, we ca also prescribe0 1
the way each valuation previously constructed in K decomposes in K .ny1 n
For instance, in these examples, we do not allow any ramification. Thus D
Ž .is an almost Dedekind domain and thus, a P¤ MD , the valuations in K
extending ¤U are discrete and they are the essential valuations of D.0
Ž .EXAMPLE 5.1. An almost Dedekind domain D such that Int D as a0
Ž .Prufer domain but such that Int D is not a P¤ MD.¨
We let each K be an extension of degree four of K , and prescriben ny1
the decomposition of each valuation}with no ramification}in such a way
Ž .that, for each prime ideal p of D, either Drp ( Zr p or Drp is infinite.
This assures the double-boundedness condition for the int prime ideals.
One key aspect of the construction is that it gives a maximal ideal p* of D
Ž .such that Drp* ( Zr p , and such that, for each positive integer n, there
exists another prime ideal p , with Drp infinite such that p l D s p*n n n n
l D . The other key aspect of the construction is that it gives then
existence, for each n, of an int prime ideal q of D such that q l D sn n n
p* l D . We proceed as follows:n
From K to K , we extend ¤U in three valuations, u , ¤ , and ¤U , in0 1 0 1 1 1
such a way that the residual degree of the extension ¤ r¤U is f s 2, while1 0
U U Ž .u and ¤ are immediate extensions of ¤ their residual degree is f s 1 .1 1 0
From K to K , we extend ¤ , in a single extension with a residual1 2 1
degree f s 4, we totally decompose u in four immediate extensions, and1
we decompose ¤U in three extensions, in exactly the same way as we did1
for ¤U , one with f s 2, and two immediate extensions.0
By induction hypothesis, some valuations in K are immediate exten-ny1
sions of ¤U , the others extending ¤U with a residual degree f G 2. A single0 0
triplet extends ¤U , one with f s 2, and two immediate extensions of ¤Uny2 0
Ž U .hence a fortiori of ¤ . We denote one of the immediate extensions ofny2
¤U by ¤U .ny2 ny1
From K to K , we decompose ¤U in three extensions, as we didny1 n ny1
for ¤U , one with f s 2, two with f s 1, we totally decompose each other0
immediate extension of ¤U in four extensions, and finally we extend all0
non-immediate extension of ¤U in a single extension, with f s 4.0
We illustrate this construction by a tree. A single line represents an
immediate extension, and a multiple line an extension with f G 2.
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We denote by ¤* the single valuation of K which extends each ¤U , byi
 4 Uu the family of all other immediate extensions of ¤ in K, andl lg L 0
 4 Ufinally we denote by ¤ the family of non-immediate extensions of ¤g g g G 0
Ž .in K. The residue field of ¤* and of each u is finite with p elements ;l
the residue field of each ¤ is infinite.g
The almost Dedekind domain D is the intersection of all the corre-
sponding valuation domains. We show that it is the desired counterexam-
ple.
The prime ideals of D corresponding to ¤* and to each ¤ are polynomialg
primes. Since the residue field of each ¤ is infinite, it is clear that theg
corresponding primes are polynomial. Let now p* be the prime ideal
corresponding to ¤*. Its residue field is finite, but we claim that it is a
Ž . w x Ž .polynomial prime, that is Int D : D X . Let f g Int D . There is anp*
w xinteger r such that f g K X . The restriction of ¤* to K coincides withr r
the restriction of some valuation ¤ . Since ¤ corresponds to a polynomialg g
w x w xprime p , we have f g D X , and hence, f g D X .g p p*g
The prime ideals of D corresponding to each u are int prime ideals.l
Consider a valuation u in this family. We claim there exists an elementl0
Ž . Ž p .t such that u t s 1 and X y X rt is a integer-valued polynomial.l0
Fist, there is an integer r such that u , and ¤* do not have the samel0
restriction to K . In particular, each essential valuation of D having ther
 4same restriction as u to K belongs to the family u , hence itsl r l lg L0
residue field has p elements. By the approximation theorem in the
Ž .Dedekind domain D s D l K , there is an element t such that u t s 1,r r l0
while the valuation of t is 0, for all other essential valuation of D . Inr
other words, for each essential valuation of D, the valuation of t is either
0 or 1, and if it is 1, its residue field has p elements. Our claim is settled.
Ž .Int D is a Prufer domain. We can conclude, from the previous state-¨0
 4ments, that D s u . Since each u is an immediate extension of the0 l lg L l
p-adic valuation in Q, D satisfies the double-boundedness condition. It0
Ž .follows from Proposition 4.7 that Int D is a Prufer domain.¨0
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Ž .If I [ x , . . . , x is a finitely generated ideal contained in the prime ideal1 n
Ž .p* corresponding to ¤* , then I is contained in an int prime ideal p l
Ž . Ž .corresponding to some u . Since I is contained in p*, we have ¤* x ) 0,l j
for 1 F j F n. There exists an integer r such that K contains x , forr j
1 F j F n. The restriction of some valuation u coincides with ¤* on K . Itl r
Ž .follows that u x ) 0, for 1 F j F n. Hence I is contained in the corre-l j
sponding prime p .l
Ž . Ž .Remark 5.2. 1 We see that the condition ‘‘Int D is a Prufer¨0
Ž .domain’’ is not sufficient for Int D to be a P¤ MD. However, it implies
Ž .condition b of Theorem 3.4. Indeed it implies that D is an almost0
Ž .Dedekind domain with finite residue fields , and hence, that each int
prime ideal of D is an height-one prime.
Ž .2 Recall that a Krull-type domain is a locally finite intersection
D s l D , where P is a family of prime ideals and D is a valuationp g P p p
domain for each p g P. For example, Krull domains or generalized Krull
w x Ž .domains are Krull-type domains 4, p. 524 . The condition that Int D is a0
Ž .Prufer domain is enough for Int D to be a P¤ MD in this case. First, a¨
Ž .Krull-type domain is itself a P¤ MD, thus satisfies condition a of Theo-
Ž .rem 3.4. It follows from the previous remark that condition b is satisfied.
Ž .Finally we claim that we have condition c . Indeed, one can also write
D s l D , where P is the set of t-prime ideals of D, this intersectionp g P p
w xbeing locally finite 6 . Hence each ideal p of P contains a finitely
Žgenerated ideal I which is not contained in any other ideal p of P that
. wis, which is not contained in any other t-prime ideal . We recover 16,
xTheorem 3.2 .
Ž . Ž .3 Under the condition that D is a P¤ MD and that Int D is a0
Ž .Prufer domain, Int D is the intersection of two P¤ MDs. Indeed, it follows¨
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xfrom Remark 4.2 3 that we have Int D s Int D l D X , with0 1, Q
D [ l D , where Q is the set of polynomial t-prime ideals. If D1, Q p g Q p 11
is a P¤ MD, then so is D , as it is an intersection of localizations at1, Q
w xt-prime ideals, and thus, so is D X . The previous example shows that1, Q
Ž .this intersection is not in general itself a P¤ MD. In that case also, Int D
Ž .is essential, that is, Int D is an intersection of localization which are
Ž Ž . w x.valuation domains since this holds for both Int D and D X , yet is0 1, Q
not a P¤ MD.
We note that this example gives a natural answer to the question, raised
w xby Griffin in 6 , whether an essential domain should be a P¤ MD. Heinzer
and Ohm have already constructed a counterexample to this conjecture in
w x8 . The ring of integer-valued polynomials that we have constructed above
has the advantage of being more natural and simpler than the example
w xprovided in 8 .
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Ž .EXAMPLE 5.3. An almost Dedekind domain D such that Int D is a
Ž . w xP¤ MD with a polynomial prime p such that Int D / D X .p p
To obtain the desired example, we let here each K be an extension ofn
degree three of K , and we prescribe the decomposition of eachny1
valuation as follows.
From K to K , we extend ¤U in two valuation ¤ and ¤U , ¤ with0 1 0 1 1 1
residual degree f s 2 and ¤U an immediate extension of ¤U.1 0
By induction hypothesis, there are n y 1 extensions of ¤U in K , only0 ny1
one of them, denoted by ¤U is an immediate extensino, the othersny1
having a residual degree f G 2.
From K to K we decompose ¤U in two extensions, as we did forny1 n ny1
U Ž¤ , one with f s 2 and one with f s 1. We extend all the other non-im-0
. Umediate extension of ¤ in a single extension, with f s 3.0
We denote by ¤* the single valuation of K which extends each ¤U Theni
¤* is an immediate extension of ¤U. All the other extensions, forming a0
 4family ¤ , have an infinite residue field.g g g G
The almost Dedekind domain D is the intersection of the corresponding
 4valuation domains V * and V . We show that it is the desired coun-g g g G
terexample.
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .Int D is a P¤ MD. In fact, we show that Int D s D X . Let f g Int D .
w xSince each ¤ has an infinite residue field, it is clear that f g V X . Ong g
w xthe other hand, there is an integer r such that f g K X . The restrictionr
of ¤* to K coincides with the restriction of some valuation ¤ . Thus wer g
w xhave also f g V * X .
Ž .The prime p* corresponding to ¤* is a polynomial prime, but Int D /p*
w x Ž . w xD X . Since Int D s D X , every prime ideal is obviously polynomial.p*
On the other hand D is a rank-one discrete valuation domain with finitep*
wresidue field, hence the second assertion follows from 1, Proposition
xI.3.16 .
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